DNA Database – Recording Individual Spirit Vibration
Pyreaus

DNA – the building blocks of consciousness, the twin spirals of divine sparkle, containing the
unique signature of your Soul, encoded within the holographic matrix of magic and breeze. A
most pressing and psychopathological danger is emerging – that of total control in this
sphere of existence and if successful will curtail all experience of unique and individual
expression. Your own key vibration, sewn into the strands of Life cannot become a prisoner
under this barbaric lock, for you are the keeper of the divine and sacred rite of a Sovereign
being, the flow and glow seep into the heartbeat of your journey. Treasure this facet of Self.

‘To heal and tune the proclivity within the Collective consciousness,
each unique individual must perform this dramatic quest within their
own Temple of the eternal Realm. Let thy Souls, friends and
companions of sweet and distant memories partake of this shared
responsibility and allow the dawn of Truth to shine bright and whole,
the ripples of time and space washing the shores, lakes, caverns
and mountains of the paradise, a close reflection, breathing jewels
bedecked with gleaming agates, Soul of the Earth Mother and
Father of the Sky.’
T. Antoni Grabiec (Facets of Self)

DNA – your gleaming lifeblood, the building blocks of consciousness, the twin spirals
of divine sparkle, containing the unique signature of your Soul, encoded within the
holographic matrix of magic and breeze. It is this very uniqueness inherent within the
fabric of the ‘double helix’ that makes you so special, giving life to the external
signature of your personal journey, stretching along the path of the universal slide of
destiny and fate - connecting your Spirit with the Celestial Self.

You are the Universe and the Universe is You - the character you breathe essence
into and inhabit is the point where the energy of the Cosmos is focused (focal point)
the balancing point between two worlds - spirit and matter. All that is perceived in the
physical world is a reflection, a flimsy covering of soft satin fabric, behind and
beyond where is found the vast sea and spinning points of inter-dimensional
vortices, the primary being your own Chakra vortex discs, existing as One, much as
a resplendent rainbow sliding its magic through wind and water – the Gateway to the
vast realms of fantasy, imagination, instinct and intuition.
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DNA in the microcosm and macrocosm of animation exists as a twin, a duality - and
as this credence slides along the dimensional pathways through the holomagical
boundless net of tapestry and domain, so our ways also manifest the dual facet of
Nature. This essential Truth was understood by the Ancients, our Ancestors, the
faces of Ages past and future, coming together as one silent whisper, right this very
moment – the Akashic voice.
A most pressing and psychopathological danger is emerging – that of total control in
this sphere of existence and if successful will curtail all experience of unique and
individual expression. The same way in which you need a passport (passing from
port to port) to travel around the world, the DNA database serves the same type of
prison system, this particular one standing between the Gateway to the elegant and
ornate Planet of Choice, our beautiful and special Planet Earth.

The growth of this horror is a direct reflection and is related to the multitude of people
throwing away their personal responsibility. This is why the essence of Selfhood
plays a vital instrument in this chapter of living, as it is the very absence of Selfhood
in people which causes leviathans to grapple their way unto the surface of Life,
bringing with them an agenda of doom. The harvesting and cataloguing of your DNA
by those agencies which represent Collectivism and anti-Self is the target of this
toxic and maniacal Beast, which will come to devour, once you have thrown your
own personal aspect aside, the essence which is a symbol of your Soul, the address
within the sea of Spirit - the Eye of truth, wisdom and Purpose.

Those corrupt and insidious agencies will use any excuse, employing a barrage of
fear based tactics and programs to manoeuvre you into giving away your Spiritual
signature of Soul, ingrained within your DNA chain. It is vital that the politics of hate
and fear do not project from your own being and thus feed the hungry devourer.

Work is being done within the institutions of the terrestrial terrorists to completely
map the pathways of the twin chains of DNA, the end result – knowing where to look
to identify the unique Soul vibration, the wiggly antennae which transmit and receive
knowledge from the sea of Ether, the unique vibratory code of Self.
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If allowed to manifest to the full abhorrent behemoth of crushing death and grief, if
somehow the DNA database plan succeeds and has the psychic and spiritual Soul
record of all Beings and Life on the Planet – then here is the full revulsion and
dismay – your visits here to this place will come to an end if the ‘false authorities’
deem it so - as it will simply be a case of identifying the Soul come into Body from
the specific marking within the DNA strand which symbolizes the eternal and unique
Soul - yes You, the one reading at this very moment!

Your DNA is made from the building blocks of your Parents and your unique Soul,
the essence that resides under the layers of the blanket, an onion feathered of Light
and Shade – bringing glowing embers of amity and zest, the world turns in the wake
of their flow. When you choose to manifest, it is a matter of choice, agreement and
contract between the roles of parents and children, your Life path as clear as the
shining moment in which conception took place – it is a duty to honour and treasure
this most sacred pact.
‘I realized that my personal identity is represented by an information
‘broadcast’ derived from the environment, a signal I receive through
my unique set of membrane self-receptor proteins. This insight
suggests that if I physically die, my identity is still an energy
broadcast in the field. If in the future, an embryo shows up with the
same set of self-receptor antennas that I now possess, my ‘show’
will be back on the air but playing through a new body. The
significant point is that our true identity is the broadcast, not the
television.’
Bruce Lipton (The Biology of Belief)

Your own key vibration, sewn into the strands of Life cannot become a prisoner
under this barbaric lock, for you are the Keeper of the Divine and Sacred rite of a
Sovereign being, the flow and glow seep into the heartbeat of your journey. Treasure
this facet of your Self for it is the devoted and loving aspect of eternity.

Take warning as the sum of letting go of your true individual Face is a priceless
paradigm and results in the imprisonment and total control of your true Self - the sad
road eventually leading to annihilation of warmth and the rising of despair to heart.
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Do take joy dear friend, for as long as there exist good hearted Spirits who are
Sovereign over their Destiny, Fate and Journey, the world will always have an
opening where there is no control of quest and purpose by any other authority except
the traveller of experience, the individual animated by the Soul of Spirit, trusting in
the course of the flowering river which provides the substance of perpetuity.

Once a Soul stands in their own truth of character with Spirit by their side, then fate
and destiny play side by side and no longer attract the Beasts of burden and misery
into the aural field of choice – the path on the mountain takes on a sublime and
sacrosanct meaning, with treasures discovered in every nook and cranny.

‘Taking full responsibility for every aspect of your path is the
essence true to the Nature of Freedom of Spirit. When you embrace
your Self as a One, then your role as Master and Slave ceases to
function and the magical essence of duality unmask the face of
beauty and relive the unity mirrored as pleasant ripples above the
cascading shore, bringing peace to Being.’
T. Antoni Grabiec (Facets of Self)

The authentic essence of Spirit and Soul always exist and cannot be destroyed - it is
how your Soul relates to the play of perception that is the crucial key to the shifting
resonant places of sagacity which hold within the Nature of this seed the Shift of the
Planes, also known as a leap Up the ladder of Consciousness.
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DNA Research Links

The Dangerous Man (Karen Sawyer)
http://www.o-books.com/obookssite/book/detail/450

DNA (wiki)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dna

Genome Research Journal
http://genome.cshlp.org

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
http://www.cshl.edu

Len Horowitz - DNA is a Torsion field antenna!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6adHSKxF2A

DNA from millions of newborn babies is secretly stored on NHS database
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1280891/NHS-creates-secret-database-babiesblood-samples-parental-consent.html

The government has your baby's DNA
http://edition.cnn.com/2010/HEALTH/02/04/baby.dna.government/index.html

House votes to expand national DNA arrest database
http://news.cnet.com/8301-13578_3-20005458-38.html

Obama Supports DNA sampling upon Arrest
http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2010/03/obama-supports-dna-sampling-upon-arrest

Judge strikes fear into Biotech industry with nullification of patents on Human genes
http://www.naturalnews.com/028492_BRCA1_human_genes.html

According to Genomic Pioneers, the Future of Genetics is the Future of Computing
http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2010-03/future-genetics-computing

Gordon Brown promises bigger DNA database
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUPlzxBDd1Y
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